The dream of Juliana
It all started when a little girl called Juliana born. She grew up and formed on a farm next to her
family. She was always a very happy, obedient, intelligent girl and committed to everything she
did.
Juliana was very poor, and she with her brothers had to work on the farm to win some money to
support the family. For that reason, they could not go to school.
She had a great dream, was to be a doctor, but her whole family made fun of her because they
thought she was not going to be able to, besides, as she had never studied, they said she was to
progress.
But Juliana did not care, she wants to show that she could. So one day it was for people to borrow
some books to study, suddenly he met a boy called Santiago, they talked all the way, he told her
that he was through something similar, from that moment he started a great friendship.
Every day they met, in order to study. The time passed and Juliana decided to tell her family that
she was not going to work anymore on the farm, because she was going to work to save in the
studies, the parents accepted.
So they found Santiago to help get a job, they searched all day and found nothing. Juliana went
to the house very sad.
The next day Santiago gave Juliana the surprise that she got him work, Juliana become so happy.
So the same day she went to see what the work was about. It was a small shop in a corner, as
soon as they entered the shops lady, she indicated what it was that she had to do and how much
money they were going to pay for it.
Time passed, Juliana and Santiago with much effort and dedication validated their studies, also,
with great joy they culminated the secondary, and they went to the university to study what they
wanted, which they managed to pass and they started the professional study.
At the first Juliana was, very hard to adapt to the environment in which she faced in the university
with her classmates because of the rejection, because she was already very poor and lived on a
farm.
She with much effort and dedication left behind the opinions of her classmates and with other
people that believe in her.
Juliana achieve exit ahead and stand out, won many honors and finally achieve be a huge doctor
recognition.
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